SURVEY PLAT OF THE LANDS OF
PAUL C. TAYLOR
SITUATED IN TMS 1557
CHESTER TOWNSHIP, CLINTON COUNTY
OHIO

MONUMENT LEGEND:
- Iron Pin (IP) 3 in. per side, 3 in. high
- Red Pin (RP) 3 in. per side, 3 in. high
- PVC 0.5" Irwin Pin (IP) w/2 flat plastic caps stamped "CIO, LTD - CANTON"
- Iron Pin previously marked
- Iron Pipe (IP) (3) 3 in. per side, 0.5 ft. high
- Stone (S)
- Relocated Stake (RS)
- Relocated Wire (RW)
- Concrete Monument (CM)
- PVC or Bag Mark (PM)
- Post (PO) size on plan

NOTES: Measurements used are based on NAD 83 (2011) Ohio State Plane Coordinate (South Zone) as defined in GIS Operations. Unless noted, all points and distances are plotted to scale. The index scale factor is 0.999800064.4686. The coordinates shown are in feet. All distance derived by the combined scale factor. Monuments found or set are in good condition unless otherwise labeled. Crews & Survey Records as noted on drawing are stored data for this survey.
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